Summer
Program
Discovery Zone
BrightPath offers a unique, fun. skill-building summer program with exciting weekly themes that allow children
to explore and discover a wide variety of topics and ideas. This all-inclusive program, run by qualified, trained
and and certified educators, will include a host of special activities and/or field trips.

Preschool - Kinder
Week 1 - Canada’s Wonders

This week we will explore the show stopping monuments
of nature that define the landscape of our incredible
country. We will journey through the seven wonders of
Canada, including the Sleeping Giant in Thunder Bay and
the magnificent Niagara Falls.

Week 2 - S.T.E.A.M				

This week we will learn all about balancing skills
using rocks, blocks, and our bodies, while exploring
the concept of stability. The rock balancing art of
Peter Reidel will be a focus, leading to the creation
of our own Inukshuks! We will conclude our week by
participating in a group tower building project, putting
our knowledge of stability to the test.

Week 3 - Ready, Set, GROW!

It is time to show how green our thumbs are for
this week! We will explore the world of gardening,
actively discovering new plants and investigating the
differences among beautiful blooms. Of course, every
true gardener must learn the skills of patience and care
when planting and nurturing their new growths!

Week 4 - Space

Join us for an out of this world experience as we
discover the magic beyond planet Earth! We will
explore our solar system, our night sky, and the
technology that allows us this opportunity. We will
integrate hands on science experimentation with our
own imaginations to create a trip to the stars!

Week 5 - Symphony of the 5 Senses

This week will inspire an appreciation for the workings
of each of our five amazing senses. Your children will be
immersed in tangible experiences that connects them
sense by sense to the world around them. We will end
the week by creating a collaborative “sensory stew”!

Week 6 - Art Attack

We will spend the week exploring the creative processes
of five renowned painters from across time. Each day
will focus on a different artist, including Emily Carr, Henri
Matisse, and Wassily Kandinsky, among others! Your
children will get first hand experience with the mediums
and processes celebrated by these artists. We end the
week with an art display of your little ones’ self-portraits
made entirely of elements from nature!

Week 7 - Animal Planet				

Spend the week learning about some of Canada’s
incredible creatures and how they survive in one of the
world’s most extraordinary environments, the Arctic. We
wonder how you will measure up against a Polar Bear?
Is a Narwhal really an underwater unicorn? Let’s explore
the qualities of these amazing animals that makes it
possible for them to live in such an amazing place!

Week 8 - Hidden World of the Rainforest

Let’s explore the magic of the Tropical Rainforests
together! We will explore the diverse range of animals
that live in each layer of the Rainforest; the canopy, the
emergent layer, the understory, and the forest floor. Let’s
pretend to be there during the day and the night and
hear the differences!

Week 9 - Dino-Tastic/ Dinoventures

Join us as we dig into the past to discover creatures that
first roamed the earth billions of years ago… dinosaurs.
We will explore the different qualities of these large and
small historical beasts and investigate how fossils are
relics storytelling the past!

Week 10 - Fun at The Fair

Let’s explore the sounds, sights, and tastes that the fair
has in store for us this week. We’ll explore the games
and rides that fairs provide, and even take part in
some acrobatic moves! Concluding with the creation
of our own BrightPath Fair!
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Summer
Program
Discovery Zone
School Age
Week 1 - Canada Invents!

Canadians have left their mark on history with their “eh”
game creations. This week will be about exploring the
minds of Canadian inventors and re-creating some of
their greatest inventions, like the telephone, lacrosse,
basketball, and more

Week 2 - On Your Mark, Get Set, Grow!

We will spend this week learning about the
fundamentals of the growing process, from seed
germination right to the production of fresh fruits and
vegetables. Let’s sharpen our green thumbs for this
week and create our own classroom garden. It will be
exciting to see what gardening skills our young learners
will take home to you!

Week 3 - Classroom Camping

Summer is a time for experiencing the great outdoors!
What better way than camping? Our classrooms will
be transformed into a little piece of rugged wilderness,
while we tent by the river and enjoy some fire-side
snacks!

Week 4 - S.T.E.A.M

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math
will be our theme for this special week. Let’s put
on our creative and analytical hats and explore
these disciplines together. We will collaborate on
experiments, creative innovative structures, and
explore the arts!

Week 5 - Masterchef Jr.

Let’s put on our chef hats while we learn about
cooking, but also nutrition and science! Teamwork and
creativity will be our big focus in the kitchen as we jump
in and get hands-on with food. From family recipes to
food around the world, from appetizers to desserts, we
get cooking. We will share our culinary skills at the end
of the week with a family treat feast!

Week 6 - Futuristic Fun

This week is all about using our imagination and
creative drive to build our own unique robots. We
want to challenge our inventors of tomorrow to think
outside the box and create a robot with the mechanics,
purpose and creative design they deem important. It
will be a time to share ideas, build camaraderie, and
heighten confidence as we delve into the not so distant
world of robots.

Week 7 - Tardis Time Travellers

This week will be all about fantasy and adventure as we
hop on the Tardis and travel through time and space.
One journey may send us on a noble quest to explore
Medieval Times. Another journey may send us off
pioneering in a wagon to explore the Canadian frontier.
Time travel is not for the faint of heart so get ready for
excitement!

Week 8 - Community Connections

We will learn about the community services available
right outside their front door. Each morning, a riddle will
need to be solved identifying a specific agency within
their community which will be the theme for the day.
Our final day will unite them in a community scavenger
hunt, requiring a group selfie in front of each agency
and a small memento to bring back!

Week 9 - Beach Party

Get ready for some sunny summer fun! Our school
age children will “shore” love this beach party, as we
explore all things related to sunshine, seashells and
sandcastles. Big Foot flip flops, water balloon pinatas,
and beach bucket challenges are some of our activities.
We will end the week with a beach side bash, complete
with a photo booth set up!

Week 10 - BrightPath’s Got Talent

This week we’re hosting“BrightPath’s Got Talent”.
Whether it is performing on stage, or a behind the
scenes talent, everyone has a skill to showcase.
Design tickets, programs, scenery and props to
showcase you and your friend’s talents. This is your
show, so make it amazing and let your talent shine
this week!
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